
 

U.S. Customs & Border 

Protection Agency 

Facilitating international trade 

The U.S. Customs and Border Protection Agency has the challenging task of 

accommodating the increasing volume and complexities of international trade.  

Its ability to secure and facilitate imports into the United States from all ports of 

entry, while simultaneously ensuring revenue is collected, processed and 

distributed efficiently, directly correlates to our nation’s economic 

competitiveness.  

 

By improving access and insight into the vast data repository, CBP will not only 

improve operations, but also will raise its collective IQ—an improvement that 

directly impacts mission readiness.   

 

Cargo Clearance 

When it comes to controlling the flow of goods into the country, facilitating trade 

and minimizing the threat to border security often conflict.   

 

Analytics can significantly streamline container processing time while ensuring 

resources are focused on high-risk shipments. By leveraging the vast container 

shipment data—including factors such as shipper, importer, tariff number, and 

country of origin— analysts can explore shipments by transaction, account, and 

shipper or consignee name quickly and easily. They can flag known risks such 

as shipper or country of origin, and search cargo description fields for key words.  

 

Ultimately, Qlik can enable analysts to identify containers that pose a potential 

risk and ensure they’re inspected at the port of origin, before arriving in the U.S. 

This not only reduces risk, but speeds clearance times and improves revenue. 

  

  

 

Qlik® unlocks the power of 
information 

Find your “aha” moment 

Uncover hidden insights or 
anomalies by viewing all your data. 
You’ll be able to see and explore not 
only what data is associated to your 
selected query, but also what’s 
unrelated, which can provide 
unexpected insights. 

Search data like you do the web 

Searching the web is easy. Why 
should your data be any different? 
Find what you’re looking for quickly, 
so you can move on to the next 
question. 

Be empowered, everywhere 

Don’t wait to get to the office. Get 
answers to your questions anywhere, 
on any device, with an intuitive 
interface designed for mobility. 

Share your story 

Save time and keep your 
presentations on track. Create and 
publish findings in one place, so you 
can shift seamlessly from discovery 
mode to presentation mode and 
back. 

Receive answers immediately 

Get up and running in a matter of 
days, not months. 44% of Qlik® 

customers are live within a month; 
77% are live in fewer than 3 months. 

Minimize purchasing headaches 

Software buying should be easy. We 
work with you throughout the 
procurement process, offering 
flexible and scalable license models 
to deliver outstanding performance 
and low TCO to user communities 
consisting of 1 to 50,000+ people. 



Revenue Management 

CBP has the responsibility of protecting the duties and taxes it collects for the government. Qlik can help 

track revenue collection and ensure the agency can quickly and easily prepare financial reports meeting 

the highest accounting standards—while simultaneously reducing costs.  

 

Qlik empowers financial analysts and accountants with a full picture of revenue collections—from billing 

status to importer sanctions and surety inquiries. They can quickly and easily view revenue collection 

over time, spot countries with spikes or drops in imports, produce quarterly reports, and flag areas for 

further investigation. 

 

Trade Compliance and Enforcement 

Maximizing trade compliance with all laws and regulations while ensuring legitimate cargo is imported 

efficiently can be challenging. Predatory trading practices can cause significant revenue loss, harm the 

U.S. economy, or threaten the health and safety of the nation.  

 

Qlik can help enable effective targeting of goods crossing the border by enabling analysts to explore the 

massive volumes of data collected over years of past transactions. By quickly identifying risk factors such 

as workload characteristics and past compliant history, analysts can identify audit candidates and 

efficiently assign those resources. 

 

Additionally, Qlik can aid efforts to prevent contaminated agriculture and food from entering the country. 

By current and historical food safety data, analysts can quickly spot trends in the spread of disease. 

Geospatial mapping enables analysts to pinpoint current location and movement of agricultural diseases 

and proactively flag countries or products of concern. 

 

Finally, Qlik can assist with risk-based auditing, enabling analysts to explore all available data to quickly 

identify anomalies and direct national enforcement responses to high-risk areas. This enables the agency 

to act swiftly against commercial fraud, thereby reducing instances as well as overall cost of trade for 

industry.    

 

About Qlik® 

Qlik® is a leader in data discovery, delivering intuitive solutions for self-service data visualization and 

guided analytics. Qlik® empowers the organization with a flexible analytics tool that not only answers 

queries, but also helps uncover additional questions to ask of the data. Qlik’s® products deploy rapidly and 

customers realize rapid time to value, often in less than 45 days. For more information, contact us at 

UncleSam@qlik.com or visit us at www.qlik.com.  


